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We developed “Coins & the Hat” as a skill based
profile building service for Camden’s street artists
and buskers. The service revolves around aspects
of co-design used to deliver a profile building
workshop for the street artists that is proposed to be
offered by a collaboration between Busk in London
and Camden Council through Public Collaboration
Lab, in both outdoor and indoor public spaces. It’s
coming together will not only create a relationship
based on exchange between the people associated
to the Council (local community) and buskers to
recognise soft skills but also enable the narrative of
Camden being London’s cultural capital come back
to life in a rather co-existing manner.
This report throws light on our interpretation and
revised usage of design thinking tools and service
design methodologies. It shows the back and forth
movement between the stages of the Double
Diamond method to inform our design progression
until the delivery- testing and validation of our
second prototype with real users.
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1.1 Our Team
1.2 The Brief

Our team consists of four people with different
professional and cultural backgrounds. We believe that
it is an important factor for shaping up our ideology as a
team. For the User Centred Project our journey of getting
to know each other started when we were assigned the
first task of exploring Museums. Working together on this
task, we realised the strengths and weaknesses; along
with understanding which methodologies we share in
common to ease our process through the unit. As a team
we wanted to use this project to test the ability of a open
mind for intermixing methodologies and interpreting
briefs in order to build a report that can make a difference
for the assigned user group.

The academic brief required us to “critically apply in-depth
human-centred design research methods using a wide
range of creative tools and visualisation methods.” (UAL
MASD User Centred project) This learning requirement
helped us tackle the industry brief assigned by the Public
collaboration Lab (PCL) in collaboration with University of
the Arts London (UAL).
How we tackled the brief?
As a team, we chose to explore this brief from a broader
perspective. We broke down and understood “Learning
recognition” as a concept based on the literal and derived
meanings of the words- Learning & Recognition. In our
context, learning means adding skills by the virtue of
practice and; recognition means making people aware of
the skills you have gathered.
Doing this we realised the need to explore the brief from
a systemic approach in order to clearly understand the
give and take relation between the organisations and the
community. We carried this forward to develop our time
line and broad structure of methodologies.

Chalisa Intisarn (Best)
Social Experience Design
Thailand
MASD22

Mariana Chavez
Industrial Design
Mexico
MASD22

Nicole Ming
Background
China
MASD22

Yashovardhan Sharma
Product & Experience Design
Jaipur, India
MASD22
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“A key hope in
developing an
accreditation
framework for
Social Action
is supporting
citizens to build
confidence in their
skills through the
action they are
taking/have taken,
whatever their
starting point.”
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Time in weeks

Time in weeks

Our time line has been constructed by the core design
methodology that we used called the Double Diamond
(figure 1: Phases of the project) which is based on four
phases- Discovery; Definition; Development and; Delivery.
The chart here shows how we went about utilizing various
enabling tools during the course of this 15 week unit.

The Brief had established a few stakeholders that
we were required to keep in mind while inquiring
and developing our service model. These
stakeholders were:
People of Camden (residents)
Camden Council
Community centres in the Borough of Camden
We based our secondary research and further steps
on these stakeholders as guides to give context to
the discovery phase of our project.
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Fig1: Double Diamond: The timeline and methodology of our project
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2.1 Secondary
Research
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2.2 Exploring
Camden- Walk I

The discovery phase of our project was based on constant
reinforcement of numerous tools of secondary & primary
research to support the progress of the project. In the
initial stages, we used desktop research to identify the
networks between the council and the community
centres along with their relationship and agendas for the
people residing in the borough. (Designkit.org, 2022)

Our group walked around the area of Camden targeting
the Council office in St. Pancras square, around King’s
Cross, Euston, Warren Street, Mornington Crescent and
Camden Station. We explored the periphery as well as
streets in the area to get inspired by the current context.
The target of the walk was to identify community centres,
public spaces and the interaction of the residents with
the same. We visited these places with open minds to
overcome our pre-existing assumptions and mapped out
our trajectory in a map (right).

In the next phases we conducted secondary research
based on our field trip and discoveries in Camden, we laid
out potential topics that we observed and were interested
in: soft skills, training for senior citizens, Language

Our thoughts
These walks helped us see the contrasting yet coexisting
social structures of people occupying and moving about
the streets of Camden. We saw diversity and unity among
smaller communities and their coming together for
activities in both: an organised and natural manner.

Development for people with English as their second
language, support for house spouses. This tool helped
us develop a clearer understanding of the area we
were about to explore and helped map out important
places for our next phase which was walking around
Camden.

At community centres people came together owing to the
workshops and events organised by the centres whereas
the natural coming together was visible outside the walls.
This triggered something interesting in our minds and
we started building the project on the basis of the natural
coming together factors like sport, music, nature, and
art. We also noticed that people come together for brief
moments on the grounds of natural connection.

14

Figure2: Exploring Camden Walks
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2.2 Exploring
Camden- Walk II
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2.3 Camden
& Busking
A brief history
In order to completely understand the domain of Busking
we decided to conduct a comprehensive research that
helped us identify important dates, issues, and stories
around busking as an activity in the city of London.

The first walk inspired us to explore deeper on the lines
of activities organised by community centres in Camden
council and the dynamic of relationships between
different groups in the community. After a long second
walk in the area, we had our “aha moment” which is
referred to as the “Music moment.” Standing on sore feet
outside St. Pancras community association and munching
on a pack of crisps, we heard a few voices of people
practicing music. At that moment it was just a music
learning workshop but soon translated into becoming a
direction for us to magnify and understand in detail.

Through this research we were able to structure a timeline
that covers the Victorian street music debates and throws
light onto today’s busking scenario (fig3)

That moment got us thinkingWho are these people that are brining the streets of
London alive with their music? We recognise that
they have amazing voices and music skills. We know
they are street artists, BUT who are they as people?
With these questions in our mind, we decided to
study the scenario of busking in Camden.

16

Figure 3: A brief history of Busking in London
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1. Understanding Buskers
We wanted to understand the definition of ‘Buskers’’,
therefore, we conducted secondary research from
multiple websites such as Busk in London, Cambridge
Dictionary and Westminster Council. We came to our
understanding that ‘Buskers’ is a British word for street
artists, who perform their music, dance, art or other types
of entertainment in public areas in exchange for gratuities.
The performing of actions is called ‘Busking’. Famous
artists that started their careers as a busker in the UK are
Ed Sheeran and Passenger.
2. Cultural Understanding
We explored more on the historical side of busking in
London. Busking has a very long history for centuries. A
painting of William Hogarth’s, The Enraged Musician (1714)
was evidence of street musicians in London. However, in

UCP Team 6 | Discovery | Camden & Busking
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2.4 Primary
Research

the past, busking used to be a way for merchants to
attract their customers to come to their storefronts
before becoming street entertainment for gratuities
like nowadays.

UCP Team 6 | Discovery | Primary Research

Tool Used: Interviews
We interviewed user: artists (Artist influencers) and beneficiary: audiences (Freelancer
aspirants). This step is about getting to understand them in their own words and finding

3. Context Understanding
Licensing system was introduced to respond to noises
on the streets and people’s complaints. This means
that buskers will need to apply for a license if they
are performing in some places including the London
Borough of Camden. If buskers want to perform in
some popular places such as Covent Garden, they
need to audition and apply for another license.

“The main area for busking
in Camden is Covent Garden
also Leicester square in
Westminster council which
is located only a minute walk
from Covent Garden.”

18

Figure4: Primary research Buskers (verbena)
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key insights on their journeys, experiences, attitudes,
goals and aspirations. To understand their behaviour,
mindset and lifestyle. (Designkit.org, 2022)
We have conducted online in-depth interviews with
two artists and we went to Covent Garden and Leister
square to talk to street artists in their physical context
where they perform their arts.
Later on in the project, we identify our beneficiary
which is the audience, we also conducted an in-depth
interview with some residents of Camden who are
aspiring to start something of their own in a creative
industry.Audience interview

The interviews with this group were conducted after
we framed our ‘How Might We’ question, in order
to understand their motivations and experiences
in wanting to become a freelancer in the creative
industry.
Recognition of their skills: They started to realise that
they were good at something such as singing and
drawing when people around them started to give

them compliments. They also realised that even if they
have artistic skills, other skills will be important for them to
initiate something of their own.

Figure 5: primary research (people-verbena)

Self-confidence: They think that self-confidence is the key
to starting something and making their dreams come
true. However, many believe that they still don’t have
enough self-confidence to start their path into the creative
industry.
20

Guideline: They have goals and motivation but they
don’t have a clear pathway of how to achieve them. They
realised hard work will be a requirement but they pointed
out that having some guidance from someone that is
credible would be really useful to their self-development
process.

21
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3.1 Persona
building
We developed the persona of our users and
beneficiaries based on our interviews, we
categorised them into a specific persona.
Gaining clarity on an individual’s persona
helped us to understand our users and
beneficiaries more in-depth and gave us a
clearer picture of their motivations, pains,
highs and experiences. This also helped us
to remember who we were designing our
service for. (Service Design Tools, 2022)

After her graduation, she
was working as an intern
in a record label in order to
gain experience and has just
finished 6 years.
She collaborates with other
artists for charity projects with
NPO’s. Her awareness of the
social domain has helped her
to develop her portfolio.

Olivia

Freelance Artist
According to our interviews with artists
and buskers, we were able to identify 3
personas for artists based on different
levels of recognition they have on social
media, by the audience and fellow artists
and a persona for the audience.

Figure 6: Persona building

He move to London since he
heard it was a great place for
street performance. He felt
ready to start exploring the
big city since he was already
a professional artist at that
point. He chose Piccadilly
Circus to be his spot, as it was
a place full of local people and
tourists, a great place to be
seen.

Davide

Freelance Artist

Chasing his passion, he moved to London
7 years ago and chose Leicester Sq for
his first performance but playing the
Beatles at their hometown was not as
easy as he thought and decided to go
try some gigs at Hard Rock Café to gain
some confidence. Later, he went back to
perform at the street & started engaging
organically with the busker’s community
who he calls his family.

Freddy

Freelance Artist

Lisa

Freelance Aspirant

She is working at a marketing and
branding company in the city of London.
She has always been passionate about
singing since she was very young. She
started to realise her potential when other
people around her started to compliment
her voice. When she was in her university,
she joined a singing club and has been
practising singing on her own.
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3.2 Areas of
Opportunity
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3.3 Recognising
Busking

Buskers are professional freelancers. They have
ownership of what they do. Many of them travel
constantly to perform in order to live their
passion. Many of them provide entertainment
for audiences as their full-time job.

Street artists as a tool for inspiration and recognition
Throughout the project, we have always felt inspired
by the street artists and we wanted other people
to feel this inspiration too. We therefore saw this as
an opportunity to use street artists as a vehicle for
inspiration and recognition.

At this point, we realised that buskers not
only have artistic skills, but also other related
transferable skills that they are not often
recognised for. From the view of the aspiring
freelancers, they realised that other skills apart
from artistic skills are essential such as selfconfidence.

Based on our insights, we then brainstormed and
generated an idea that street artists could become
‘Artist influencers’ for those who are looking to start
their career as a freelancer in the creative industry;
‘Freelancer aspirants’.

According to Harvard Business Review,
Transferable skills are all of the things you’re
good at that can be applied to multiple roles
in various industries. The more sophisticated
definition of this term is “an ability that isn’t
highly specialized.” (Hankel, 2021)

Our idea started developing towards creating
a space for street artists to perform a show,
sharing their life stories with the audience.
The audience would not only get to watch the
performances and become inspired but would
also learn to appreciate and recognise the skills
of street artists and subsequently the skills in
themselves by using our skills map and cards.
The chart on the next page covers a detailed
journey of the life of a Busker.
A busker performing at Leicester Square
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3.4 Mapping
Stakeholders
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Journey of a Busker...

Throughout the project, we came across
many organisations and individuals that are
involved with street artists at different levels.
We mapped out all our stakeholders to help
us clarify the relationships between them
as well as to identify the roles they play. The
main stakeholders of our service are “artist
influencers.” (Service Design Tools, 2022)

inspired &
touched by a
local band in
his
hometown

started the
self-taught
of playing
guitar

good at
playing
guitar &
decided to
do it as
career

heard about
the musical
vibe in
London,
decided to
move to
London to
pursue the
music dream

started
busking and
part-time job
to perform in
front of ppl

He dosen't
feel
confident
performing.
Lack of
confidence.

He cannot
communicate more &
form deeper
connection
with
audience
because
audience
comes and
leave

He needs to
understand
and
potentialize
his skills

Gets more
chance
engaging
with
audience

Performing
in the streets
is hard
(wether
conditions,
security, etc),
but he found
a group of
Buskers that
support him
greatly

Audition to
Covent
Garden but
failed
because of
not
experienced
enough

have gained
more
experience
by busking &
have social
media but
not many
followers

published
his two
records and
promote it
while
busking at
the same
time

Sometimes
have the
chance to
talk and tell
audience
about his
passion for
music and
journey, and
motivate
them

He want to
get more
chance to
perform and
use the
musical skill
and his other
soft skills

Wants to
share his/her
journey with
other people
and to help
them
achieve their
dreams

Makes use of
the skills in
other
platforms

Sometimes
have the
chance to
talk and tell
audience
about his
passion for
music and
journey, and
motivate
them

He want to
get more
chance to
perform and
use the
musical skill
and his other
soft skills

Points of interaction

Artist
Influencers

Gets more
recognition

Journey of community aspirants / beneficiaries
Figure to name
inspired &
touched by a
local band in
his
hometown

Figur7: Stakeholder map

Needs skill
improvement
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started the
self-taught
of playing
guitar

good at
playing
guitar &
decided to
do it as
career

heard about
the musical
vibe in
London,
decided to
move to
London to
pursue the
music dream

started
busking and
part-time job
to perform in
front of ppl

He dosen't
feel
confident
performing.
Lack of
confidence.

Audition to
Covent
Garden but
failed
because of
not
experienced
enough
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3.5 How might we

“How might we enable the exchange of
transferable skills by recognising the street
artists as a vehicle of inspiration.”

31
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4.1 Ideation
The ideation stage was centred around aspects of
“co-design” as our insights led us to understand
the importance of a skill exchange relationship
between the freelance artists and the aspirants.
We used rapid prototyping techniques to
formulate a workshop that we decided to test at
preliminary stages all the way till it gets to a point
where all components can be validated by users.
We did this without using traditional ideation
tools and resorted to value based system map to
identify the points of intervention.

UCP Team 6 | Develop | Ideation
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4.2 System Map
& Value Proposition

TO BE DO’s

We built a system map of our identifications and placed it in comparison to
a value proposition chart to construct the numerous stages of our co-design
workshop. This helped us navigate the importance of the workshop towards the
exchange of learning recognition among the stakeholders.

UCP Team 6 | Develop | System & Value Proposition

PAIN

PAIN RELIEVERS

GAIN

Current arguments
between Buskers
and Council,

Networking

Increase number of
Buskers license

Have a clear direction
of the starting point
for their career
Enrol to licensing
Program, discounts
opportunities

Strength relationship
with artist influencers

Engage street
performers to
licensing program

GAIN CREATORS

Increase social media
followers

Be inspired on
succesfull storys
Increase quality on
new potential
business

Expensive Licensing
Program

Soft Skill
Recognition

Inspire others

Increase
Audience

Feeling unsupported
by the council

Loose fear on start
freelancing career

Identify skills

In-depth engagement with audience

Collaborate with
council on different
artistic initiatives

Area of improvement
of their own skills

A workshop where
they access real life
journey of artists to
get inspiration and
identify to build on
their skillsets making
an enterprising self
through learning
recognition

Platform for them to
recognise skills they
have from feedback
based learning from
their target audience

Engage with local
artistic ommunity
Events and workshop
to engage commuity

Team Ideating

SERVICE

To feel more confidente on their skills

Soft Skills Tool Kit
(Rebel)

Lack self confidence
to start something of
their own

Relationship
bussines incuvators

Lack of proper
guidance or someone to guide them

Having a Mentor

Recognition

A coming together of
residents and artists
to create and promote
a network that is
based on learning
recognition- brief

Figure 9: Value Proposition for Coins & the Hat

Figure 8: System map
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4.3 Coins & the Hat
The Coins

The Hats

Our coins are a metaphor for the aspirant (audience)
to associate certain attributes to the artist
influencer (performer) in order to facilitate our aim
of collaborative profile building based on learning
recognition. The attributes have been classified
and reiterated keeping in mind the REbeL model
of learning recognition. We undertook a meaning
derivative activity among the team to validate the
categories, attributes and their meaning based on
REbel’s decade long efforts for proof of application

The drafts of our hats-cards have gone through numerous rounds of testing with different kinds of users and have reached a
phase where they can be taken out to people and be used as the tool we designed them to be used as. They are, like our coins a
metaphorical representation of the “performers hat” which we often find on the floor in front of the performer where passers by
can drop a coin. In our service, cards play the role of profile building on the feedback given by the audience to the perfermer. A
description of each card is mentioned on them.

across Europe and more. Their model which
is based on Informal; Non-formal and; Formal
learning based recognition in comparison to
the information we collected during our field
research helped us identify common heading.

36
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STAGE

USER JOURNEY
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DURING-SERVICE

PRE-SERVICE

Posters

Flyers

Instagram

Mouth-tomouth

Sign-up for audition

Guidline for preparing
story-telling
& Performance

FRONT STAGE

Rehearsal

Invitation & Brief

POST-SERVICE

Share stories &
Perform

Experience
& Skills sharing

Email the
feedback

Email for
next events

Posters of
Information

Email

Email

Selection

Website

TOUCHPOINT
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Posters
Flyers
Instagram posts
Busk In London website

Busk In London
website

Staff at community, give infomation to
the street artists who are interested in
participating.

Participants sign up on
the form and live chat to
support participants’
questions.

Staff answer the questions
that participants about the
service and event.

-Collaborate with Busk In London
-Prepare contents for posters, flyers,
instagram posts, Busk In London website

Create a sign-up website
Collect information from
sign-up page

Prepare guideline for
street artists.

Email

Stage

Email

Staff interacts with
street artists.

Staff
answers
participants’
questions.

-Prepare the
rehearsal
-Select participants

Prepare the
the invites.

Stage
Mic

Host(Staff)

Email

Host guides
Staff answers further quesHost runs through Host guides
and interacts
and interacts
tions and gives guidance.
the process and
with audience. with audience.
intereacts with
street artists.

LINE OF VISIBILITY

4.4 Service
Blueprint

BACK STAGE

SUPPORT SYSTEM

ICMP
Busk In London

Busk In London

Community
Centre

Prepare for the event: set-up,
flow of the event, brief the staff
and get ready

Prepare the
email and
resources for
expanding
networks

Prepare the email and
poster.

Community Centre
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Deliver
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5.1 Testing I
The first round of testing of our workshop
was conducted among our studio peers.
This helped us determine the amount of
time required to conduct each activity and
allocate specified amount of time for our
freelance artist performances. Testing at this
stage also helped our team to progress and
approach actual stakeholders and determine
a maximum number of participants for the
workshop to enable smooth working in second
round of testing.

5.2 Testing II
We faced the hurdle of COVID19 restrictions
and used it to our strength in the second
round. This round of testing was conducted
with two “artist freelancers” and a
participant invite list of aspiring freelancers
based in Thailand, Mexico, and United
Kingdom. We were delighted to have 100%
attendance and gathered some valuable
feedback that helped us validate our efforts.

User testing

42
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5.4 Validation

5.3 feedback

After evaluating the feedback we realised the need to discuss the opportunities with the artists we had interviewed during the
primary research phase of the project. This conversation helped us validate the impact that we had aimed to deliver to the target
user and the relationship hence created. It also helped us address the future aspects of application the scale it could get to in a
speculative context with regards to giving back to Camden and it’s rich history revolving around art and music.

44
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6. Reflection

Reflection

6
Chapter

Working as a team
We worked effectively as a team, we knew each
other’s strengths and assigned suitable tasks
to each teammate throughout the project.
However, there were some challenges we
faced as a team, when we had our interests
on several topics and had to decide on
working in one direction, we felt overwhelmed
by information in our hands. It took many
discussions and brainstorming sessions.
We found that drawing maps of our ideas
facilitated us to communicate better. Therefore,
we learned that implementing tools make the
process run smoothly in our team.
Working with stakeholders
Plan the communication effectively: We
worked with many artists, they had different
schedules. We had limited time in each
meeting, therefore, we needed to plan what
were objectives of connecting with them, what
information would be helpful to acquire from
them. Moreover, we learned that providing
the context of what we do before jumping
to interview them was necessary because it
helped them to find relevant information to
share with us.

Learn to work with uncertainty
Street artists work at different locations and
times when we went to see them, they weren’t
always there. At first, we didn’t realise this
fact, when there were no buskers, we had to
go back again the other times. In the end, we
managed this by asking for some contacts
from street artists to connect with them online
later on. We learned that there should be plan
B when working with stakeholders.
Working on co-design sessions
Be open to feedback and suggestions: By
inviting artists and audience to our workshop,
There was a lot of feedback coming from
artists and audience during our co-design
session, some feedback validated our
assumptions and support our thoughts, some
built on our ideas, some gave as the new
perspectives we didn’t think about before.
Therefore, being open to taking feedback and
suggestions critically helped us to develop our
work.
Unexpected things happen
Our activity with stakeholders went over time,
we had to apologise to them and carry on, we
learned that next time we need to factor in
waiting time, technical problems, therefore,
asking them for more time than the time of
the activity is important.
47
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